HOST CHARACTER LIST

There are 5 optional players – all are flexible gender.
Use all players in the main game before adding these players, as they will be contacting/mentioning all players
– not just the required – from the main game.

NAME |
OCCUPATION

BRIEF BIO

SUGGESTED
ATTIRE

MORGAN
RONSTADT
D. J. of Studio 78

Born in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Morgan Ronstadt received a degree in
journalism in Chicago but then turned course and became a radio
talk show host in Dallas, Texas. Morgan later became a freelance
disc jockey and could be heard over the air in the USA and Mexico.
Morgan has also written songs for famous artists and has
collaborated on a few projects with big bands in the studio.
Morgan landed the coveted gig at Studio 78 but still hosts a morning
talk show that scoops anything scandalous that happens in town.
Don't tell Morgan your secrets unless you want them aired over the
radio waves.

1970s DJ attire. Satin
or sequined shirt,
suede vest, 70’s style
oversized glasses. Big
headphones as an
optional prop.

Optional player

HENNER WELCH
VIP Host, Studio
78 Flower Lounge
Optional player

KEATON ALLEY
VIP Host, Studio
78 Groove Lounge
Optional player

CICEL BASINGER
Bartender, Studio
78 West Bar
Optional player

Henner Welch grew up in Canada, but upon turning eighteen,
moved to New York City to train at the elite school of the Parson
School of Hospitality Management. Henner is one of the most
proper and formal people you will ever meet. Henner will help
organize and facilitate all necessary arrangements for the guests of
the VIP Flower Lounge suite of Studio 78. Henner has a
phenomenal work ethic, attention to detail, and isn't afraid to think
outside the box. Henner refuses to use contractions while speaking
and has a problem with staring. Henner claims s/he is merely
assessing the situation.
Keaton Alley is the child of a long-time family friend of Hans
Durden. Hans handed Keaton the job as the VIP Host for the
Groove Lounge - skipping over 1100 applications from qualified
individuals. Keaton is shaping out to be a mistake, as there is
nothing refined or proper about this host who lacks even the tiniest
shred of ambition. Hans has agreed to give Keaton a shot at
opening night. Still, if there are any complaints - Keaton's job as the
host will be automatically terminated, and they will join the custodial
service department.
Known for wild concoctions served as delicious beachside
cocktails, Cicel was one of the most famous bartenders in the
country - having been featured in an array of food, wine, and travel
magazines. Cicel is used to catering to the well-to-do. Nevertheless,
the change of lifestyle from an elaborate Tiki bar on the beautiful
shores of Maui, Hawaii, to the dark and bustling atmosphere of a
city hotspot is becoming a bit much to handle for this mixologist and the nightclub hasn't even opened yet. Who knows if Cicel will
stay at Studio 78? Only time will tell.
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Ultra-proper and
glamorous 1970s
attire. You don’t have
a hair out of place.

Semi-trendy1970s
attire. You can look a
bit sloppy, as you
don’t care about your
appearance.

1970’s themed
bartender costume.
Big collar, sequined
shirt, black apron
around your waist.

TERRY MCCORMICK
Bartender, Studio
78 East Bar
Optional player

Terry McCormick has been secretly meeting with Hans Durden over
the last year, planning to surprise his/her current employer by
leaving without notice and moving to Studio 78 as the head
bartender of the club's East Bar. The rival club owner, Bugsy Cain,
has done everything possible to thwart Han's new nightclub opening
to prevent any competition to his longstanding hotspot, the
Capodanno Club - which happens to be on the same street as
Studio 78. Terry is sneaky and cannot be trusted. Will Terry remain
loyal to Hans? Nobody knows the answer to this, but everyone
should watch their backs around this backstabbing drink maker.
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1970’s themed
bartender costume.
Big collar, sequined
shirt, black apron
around your waist.

